93 honda accord wont start

I have a '93 Accord with an unusual problem. First thing in the morning, the thing starts fine.
Same with when I'm leaving work at the end of the day. However, If I try to start the car h after
it's been turned off, it'll crank and turn over, but not catch. It's usually okay while driving, but
sometimes after a difficult start just seems to turn itself off. No struggle or surging, just off.
Zero rpm while in 3rd, driving down the road. When it doesn't want to catch, I can usually
eventually make it. If I just hammer on the starter intermittently, it eventually starts up really
weak and muddy sounding, at one point sounding like only a single spark plug was firing, then
another, then all four. I've also been taking out the key and putting it back in for a short crank,
which seems to work better and eventually results in a nice clean start on one of the tries
usually like the 15th or so. First time this happened, I just took the key out, put it back in the
other way and then it started no problem, which I think is sorta weird, looking back. Changed
the filter and it runs smoother now when it is running, but no change on the no-starts. In one
instance, the car wasn't starting and I wanted to see if the pump was working right then and
there, so I undid the fuel rail bolt and when I briefly tried to start it, fuel went everywhere like a
geyser, so I'm convinced the pump is working okay. The battery's strong tested and getting a
boost doesn't seem to help. Now I'm wondering if I'm getting a spark. I did see one off a plug
wire this morning, but the car always starts in the morning. I'll update on the spark situation
when I get another difficult start experience. In the mean time, does anyone have any idea what
could be the problem or what diagnostics I could do? Yolanda answered 5 years ago. Have a
problem with my car Cranking up without hesitation, each morning my car repeatedly turns over
and over for a minute, after me repeatedly keep turning on and off the switch until it catches and
it cranks right up with no problem and engine light on at times. I have Honda Accord LX. I have
a honda accord I had trouble with it restarting after driving for awhile I had to let it set for hrs
then it would restart The honda dealer said it was the canister but they were wrong I took it to a
local mechanic hopper mechanic shop he replace 2 of my coil packs but he said the main
problem was the throttle and IAC valve he cleaned that and it's been 3 months with no issues
Cesar answered 5 years ago. I had the same issue with a different vehicle. After replacing a few
sensors and a tune up, it ended up being the temperature sensor. Try junk yard. I hope it helps. I
have a honda accord it was ok but suddenly isn't start, it crank but isn't start, after 30 intent it
start, the light flash when isn't start. No the ingine light the parking light is the one it flash.
Somebody could give an idea how to fix it. My honda accord isn't start it crank but isn't start,
some time no problem start ok at first try and some time i don't hear the starter to crank but the
engine start, what could be the problen before it get worse i want to fix, any help please.
GuruW19S answered 3 years ago. GuruV28Z8 answered 2 years ago. I have a 93 Honda accord
2. Yea that be at good possiblity first see if your getting power to coil-distributor and if so that
spark is happening,i got similar problems but i sometimes dont hear fuel pump prime when
turning ignition switch on and when it does im not getting any spark test coil and has no spark
but get power at plug so gonna be heading to junkyard to see if it fixes problem of course this is
what happens when have to many hondas and one sits for almost a year ; smh good luck let us
know if you figure out problem. However, If I try to start the car h after i Okay, so I have a 97
honda accord with the 2. I recently replaced the head gaskets were blown when I bought it ,
intake and plenum gaskets, also the exhaust gaskets. Reset timing by th I brought my Honda
accord brand new off the lot. I have a Honda Accord and it's been setting for a year or 2. I
replaced the battery and I've never had a problem in the past to start it. But now it won't start it
really tries very hard to sta I know it is getting spark and fuel but it st I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Honda Accord question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Honda Accord Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My 93 accord has fuel,
spark and timing all functional. Will crank but will not start. I tested starting spray checked all
cables for spark and checked that rotor was spinning but doesn't seem to want to get it going.
The past week when the car was still working it would start up but run boggy and jumpy until I
applied more rpms. The car would then smooth out and I would drive off. But now nothing but
cranks. Any help would be much appreciated. Have you checked the related fuses? Any code s?
The worst scenario just happen would be a broken or jumped timing belt. Remove the
distributor cap and crank the engine and see if the distributor rotor is turning It doesn't matter
now since you have cranked the engine before now: "But now nothing but cranks. If the T belt is
still intact then good for you. What tests you have done to make you come to the conclusion:
"My 93 accord has fuel, spark and timing all functional. Or at least run like crap? You'll need to

start from square one, recheck for spark, fuel or find out if there is are mechanical problem that
prevent the engine from running. I once being called in the middle of the night to help a loyal
customer with a exceptional service record on his Honda. After minutes just to find out he just
had a filled up and the contaminated fuel prevent the car from running. Check the camshaft and
crankshaft spocket timing marks as well as the distributor timing or firing order. Have you done
anything before the problem occur? The valve changes the amount of air bypassing into the
intake manifold in response to electric current controlled by the ECM. When the IAC Valve is
activated, the valve opens to maintain the proper idle speed. If the IAC valve is sticking or stuck
close, the engine won't run or idle speed would be erratic. After the engine starts, the IAC Valve
opens for a certain time. The amount of air is increased to raise the idle speed about â€” rpm.
When the engine coolant temperature is low, the IAC Valve is opened to obtain the proper fast
idle speed. The amount of bypassed air is thus controlled in relation to the engine coolant
temperature. Edit: You should find out the cause after go thru with the tests in the guide above.
My additional help is just an E mail away: Liverhuyen Yahoo. Ok so I was able to apply to the
gas peddle for about 10 seconds non stop and it started. But still what could this be. As well I
forgot to mention I drove the car monday through Wednesday then left it parked until the
following monday. Don't want this to happen again please help me diagnosis this. Do tell me
how you know all the functions listed are working properly? You did a fuel pressure test? I think
you should. Answer Save. Still have questions? Get answers by asking now. The battery may
also be bad but there is no way to know until you get a new alternator on there. Start it, drive it
at least 30 minutes then check it. Take the alternator to autozone or some such place that will
bench test it. Odds are are it will fail, get new one. If the battery is more than 5 years old sticker
on the size tells manufacture date, replace that too. Bench charge the battery or get somone to
jump you once the new alternator is installed run for no less than 30 mins at RPM. If the car is
cranking at normal speed but not starting, its probably not the battery. Its the battery's job to
give power to the starter, if the car is turning over ok. Also the alternators main job is to
recharge the batter after it starts. The alternator is not involved in starting the car. You can start
a car with the alternator not even being hooked up. It will just run and not charge the battery
then the car will die after a while once the battery runs down. If it sounds like your car is turning
over alittle faster than normal, your timing belt may have broken. If you can peak behind the
timing belt cover, have someone else try to start the car and peak to see if the timing belt
moves. If it doesn't move its broken. If it's ok, you may have a problem with fuel, spark or
internal engine damage. If the car starts then you have a fuel issue. Maybe a bad filter or pump.
If spraying alittle starting fluid doesnt help you may have an issue with spark. Goto autozone or
somewhere similar and buy a visual spark checker disconnect one spark plug wire and hook up
the spark tester, ground it to a good ground or the battery negative. Have a friend try to start the
car. Look into the glass of the tester. Can you See the spark? If you can see the spark, maybe
your plugs are fouled. Your plugs are easy enough to get to to just change them anyway.
Change them and see what happens. If you have Fuel and Spark and the timing belt isn't
broken. You may have an engine mechanical problem. You will need to do a compression test. If
you fail the compression test, your engine has a bad problem inside and may need to be
replaced. Take it to a mechanic for a second opinion. No starts can get pretty complicated. If
you don't have the tools or knowledge you may want to take it to a pro. Good luck. Let us know
what happened :D. I see from your question and actions you know nothing about cars. So as
long as the other vehicle is supplying your car with electricity your car runs. So what is it that
supplies electricity in your car? Hint it is not the battery. Buy a cheap dc voltage meter and
check the batt volts should be around Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but
there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers
blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached.
Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was
always hunting me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my student loans. UCLA gymnast tearful
as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Before he
stormed Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Answer Save. Yes, a new battery is needed but,
you appear to need the alternator as well. Once the battery has been installed, take the negative
cable back off. Take the positive wire and hook it to the negative cable that you removed from
the battery If the needle went up, disconnect the wires from the alternator.. I hope this helps
Good Luck Dave Lv 4. If you people dont understand cars dont answer these questions. That or
its a wiring issue. The battery is DEAD but may just need to be charged. If not you can have
them bech test that too. Patricia Lv 4. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to
vote the answer. Andy Pandy Lv 7. You need a new battery. Still have questions? Get your
answers by asking now. I have a Accord that won't start in cold weather below freezing. I
recently had it's distributor, distributor cap, ignition switch, spark plugs, and spark plug wires

replaced. Before this problem it would start in cold weather but the tach would bounce up under
acceleration until the oil temp got to normal running temp. It would also bog down under
acceleration for about 3 minutes after I start it up. I trust that this car has an automatic choke
that doesn't close properly when the temperature falls. You can probably observe it by
removing the air cleaner or airduct immediately above the carburetor. A bi-metal spring
probably activates it, and can probably be adjusted. New symptom. Today it started for about 4
seconds. I gave it a bit of gas over those seconds to just keep the revs up and then it just died
again. I haven't been able to start it since with the same symptoms. I'm going to try and get to
autozone or something to get some carb cleaner. Is a new gasket absolutely necessary? I used
to own a 95 Accord that did the same thing. Never did find the problem or bother to check! I
agree with mr. HP, if the starter motor is turning and the car is turning over in warmer weather,
also given the age of your vehicle, I would think it is something fairly obvious. Idle control valve,
maybe, I dont know enough to comment. Try a Tune up, clean and gap the sparks, clean the air
filter, maybe lube the throttle. I'd throw in some gas line antifreeze and fuel cleaner maybe not at
the same time to attempt to declog your old injectors. If you do get it running, fill your next tank
with highest grade fuel for one fill, this will help clean out the gunk. I am not a mechanic,
however if you are using a high grade oil, the vehicle should start like it is summer in cold
weather. My recommendation is Schaeffer Oil. They also have a fuel additive called Soy Ultra.
Use it in you gas tank and see if there is a difference. Trying these products are cheaper than
some of the repairs mentioned. If it doesn't solve your starting problem, you should still gain a
few mpg increase. Not a diesel is it? Just kidding. I've heard the names Idle Control Valve, Idle
air controller, and idle air valve controller, or some variation of those. A bad idle control valve
can cause these symptoms. It could also be the "fast idle control" which is located near the idle
air valve and can cause similar symptoms. Is the check engine light on? If the valve is bad it
would probably cause the engine light to come on. Also, check the coolant level. I've heard a
low coolant level can cause air pockets in the cooling system that can mess with the
temperature sensor which would then effect idle. Its quick and easy. If the coolant level is low,
add some and check it periodically, if the level goes down then there's a leak. Less likely would
be the alternator and battery. An alternator going bad can produce the awkward idle. If the
alternator is going, it can hurt the battery. You can have them tested for a small fee or even free
at most car part stores or mechanics. I have also heard that some cars have sensors that relay
tach information to to fuel pump so it stops pumping in the event of something like a crash.
Could that be the case here? Its possible some faulty sensor is causing it. There may be a way
to test for that but I don't know any and I'm not sure what sensor s connect the tach and fuel
pump. Some Google searchin' may be in order. Basically, I don't know. There is an adjustment
screw on the valve. It may just need adjustment, but the engine needs to run until it reaches
normal, operating temperature. I doubt that's the problem but its good to check the simple stuff
first. The car didn't start after I parked it. It did start earlier today for about 4 seconds then died.
Could the main relay be the cause of the tach problem as well? As far as I know there is no
"engine speed sensor". I think the tachometer serves that purpose. The tach does send a signal
to the Ignition Control Module, in the distributor. There is a vehicle speed sensor, it sends a
signal to the ECU and speedometer. I can not find any info on the location of the speed sensor
other than the following website, but it is for the 94 accord:. I have a 94 honda accord with
similair trouble at times fuel pump cycles for 2 seconds wont start though if i leave the key on
eventually the cel goes off. I have replaced fuel pump relay already. If I spray carb cleaner in
throttle body it will start till it is consumed. Problem is very intermitant more off than on when it
does start you can drive it and it does not stop running. I suspect that fuel pump is not getting
its consatant voltage signal but dont know how to check for that symton. I got the car started
and it starts consistently now. I pulled off the idle air control valve and sprayed some carb
cleaner in and let it dry then replaced it and it started right up. The Engine Light is now off. The
tach still bounces up under acceleration. When its really cold it will bog down under
acceleration. What do you think the cause of this is? First, I would do a few simple, cheap and
easy checks. A faulty PCV valve can cause these symptoms. The wrong spark plug gap will
cause bogging under acceleration so check that. Also, bleed any air out of the coolant system.
Air bubbles can effect the thermostat which effects idle. I believe it is located to the right of the
IACV if you're standing in front of the car looking at the engine. You can adjust this valve by
removing the cap and turning the screw. I would do this only after the previous items are
checked. I was wrong about the tach being mechanical in my previous post. The tach gets its
signal from a sensor in the distributor. If the tach is bouncing around on its own, i.
Unfortunately, you can't replace just the sensor and a new distributor will hurt your wallet. If the
engine doesn't rev up and down with the tach bouncing, it could point to the sensor. It didn't
start for a good while then I replaced the ignition coil because I was not getting a spark at the

plugs or distributor. It started right up for a day then failed to start this morning. Again, no
spark. Could there be a sensor denying power to the coil? What other situations could explain
this? Battery Fine. Starter Motor fine. Fuel Pump sounds like its working. No spark. Engine Light
On. My earlier reply, the first, is obviously that of a guy who hasn't kept up with auto mechanics
since he fixed the clutch on his '65 Ford F New Post. Comments Format:. Subscribe to
Discussion :. CR4 allows you to "subscribe" to a discussion so that you can be notified of new
comments to the discussion via email. Rating Vote:. Score 1 Score 2 Score 3 Score 4 Score 5.
Add Vote. One mechanic said it may be my Idle Control Valve. Is that an accurate diagnosis?
Interested in this topic? By joining CR4 you can "subscribe" to this discussion and receive
notification when new comments are added. Tell me how my suppositions work out. Well, it's
not carbureted. I don't know if you supposition will apply then. Anonymous Poster. Would oil in
the distributor cause the bouncing tach? Good luck ,let us know about your progress. Are you
using a synthetic? You will notice a difference if not. No, I will not help you with your math
homework If you're a do-it-yourselfer, there is a short procedure to check the IACV. I haven't
heard it. What is that click making contact to? I got in this morning an I heard the click. Relay is
still functional. Where is the engine speed sensor? Any updates? Hopefully we didn't
overwhelm with info and suggestions. So, updates. Thanks for all your help. Does the engine
rev with the tach? Were you able to get any codes from the ECU while the engine light was on?
Update: It didn't start for a good while then I replaced the ignition coil because I was not getting
a spark at the plugs or distributor. Ask a Question Start a Discussion. Change Mode. Rate this.
Comments: Nested. Register to Reply. Previously Alaska, Montana, Minnesota. Posts: 25 Good
Answers: 1. Also, the starter turns over. The battery is also months old. What is this short
procedure to check the IACV? Transportation: Go. I have a '93 Honda accord that wont start
sometimes. I noticed that when it was hot out I could take the gas cap off and the vapors would
escape and sometimes the engine light would turn off long enough for me to start the thing.
However, there are times when the gas has nothing to do with it. I turn the key, the engine turns,
but with the engine light on the car does not start. I try for a couple minutes, sometimes hours,
and the engine light will randomly turn off allowing me to start the car. I know its not the
Battery, the alternator, or the timing belt. Some say it might be the fuel pump, but I dont
understand why that would be. Thanks for reading, and I hope for an answer soon. Take care.
The problem is with the main relay that is located up under the driver's side instrument panel.
That relay is actually two relays; one for the fuel pump and the other for the fuel injection
system. If the car is cranking at normal speed but not starting, its probably not the battery. Its
the battery's job to give power to the starter, if the car is turning over ok. Also the alternators
main job is to recharge the batter after it starts. The alternator is not involved in starting the car.
You can start a car with the alternator not even being hooked up. It will just run and not charge
the battery then the car will die after a while once the battery runs down. If it sounds like your
car is turning over alittle faster than normal, your timing belt may have broken. If you can peak
behind the timing belt cover, have someone else try to start the car and peak to see if the timing
belt moves. If it doesn't move its broken. If it's ok, you may have a problem with fuel, spark or
internal engine damage. If the car starts then you have a fuel issue. Maybe a bad filter or pump.
If spraying alittle starting fluid doesnt help you may have an issue with spark. Goto autozone or
somewhere similar and buy a visual spark checker disconnect one spark plug wire and hook up
the spark tester, ground it to a good ground or the battery negative. Have a friend try to start the
car. Look into the glass of the tester. Can you See the spark? If you can see the spark, maybe
your plugs are fouled. Your plugs are easy enough to get to to just change them anyway.
Change them and see what happens. If you have Fuel and Spark and the timing belt isn't
broken. You may have an engine mechanical problem. You will need to do a compression test. If
you fail the compression test, your engine has a bad problem in
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side and may need to be replaced. Take it to a mechanic for a second opinion. No starts can get
pretty complicated. If you don't have the tools or knowledge you may want to take it to a pro.
Good luck. Let us know what happened :D. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but
there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers
blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached.
Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was
always hunting me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my student loans. UCLA gymnast tearful
as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Before he
stormed Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Answer Save. Favorite Answer. This Site Might

Help You. RE: 93 Honda accord wont start? How do you think about the answers? You can sign
in to vote the answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.

